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Abstract. Two ultrasonic through-transmission techniques were evaluated:
immersion and air-coupled technique. The immersion system was used for
frequencies from 1 MHz to 10 MHz. The frequency range for the air-coupled system
was 120 kHz to 400 KHz. The purpose was to find the limitations of the techniques
and compare their practical use for evaluation of the quality of up to 50 mm thick
glass-fibre laminates. Additional results were obtained using single-sided immersion
pulse-echo technique
The glass-fibre/polyester specimens were made by resin transfer moulding. The
shape is slightly curved as they are used as springs. If something goes wrong during
the manufacturing process air can be trapped in the laminate and cause an
unacceptable content of porosity. Both through-transmission techniques can find
critical defects although the immersion technique has the best resolution and
sensitivity. However, the air-coupled technique is preferable to use because it does
not require water coupling but only atmospheric air as coupling media. Compared to
pulse-echo techniques the through-transmission technique is more robust and gives a
better overall picture of the areas with higher porosity content.

Introduction
The use of ultrasonic scanning is well-know for evaluation of composite materials [Ref. 1
and 2]. The increased use of thick composites as construction materials is however a
challenge to evaluate for the ultrasonic techniques. The traditional pulse-echo techniques
that work well for thickness up to about 10 mm are not well-suited for thickness of 30 mm
and more.
The purpose of this paper is to present and compare results from two different ultrasonic
techniques for examination of the material quality of glass fibre composite springs
produced by a vacuum assisted Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) technique.
The two ultrasonic techniques are both through-transmission technique: one is based on
immersion technique and the other is using air-coupled technique. The air-coupled
technique has the advantage of only using atmospheric air as coupling media, and thereby
makes scanning easier. The specimens used for this examination are cut-out parts from
springs.
Description of ultrasonic techniques
Two independent scanning systems were used for the two through-transmission techniques:
Immersion and Air-coupled techniques. Supplementary, immersion pulse-echo technique
has been used for comparison.
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The physical principle is the same for both through-transmission techniques. An ultrasonic
pulse is transmitted through the specimen perpendicular to the surface using separate
transmitter and receiver transducers opposite to each other. The signal obtained from the
receiver transducer is a measure of the total ultrasonic damping in the material. The
ultrasonic damping is influenced by defects in the material such as high level of porosity or
delaminations. Pores will cause the ultrasound to be reflected due to the high difference
between acoustic impedance in the laminate and in air. The porosity are normally much
smaller that the focal diameter and cannot be detected one by one. However, the sum of a
large number of pores results in higher total damping and thus a smaller transmitted signal.
The ultrasonic equipment is capable of measuring the peak amplitude of the transmitted
signal.
The scans are performed in a rectangular raster pattern. In each point the amplitude of the
transmitted ultrasonic signal is measured. The result of the scanning is presented in a colour
or grey-tone plot where the colour scale is in dB, which gives a high dynamic range.
In order to locate the depths of the defects immersion pulse-echo has been used as a
supplementary technique. Only one transducer is used in this technique. The transducer
works in this case both as sender- and receiver transducer. In order to inspect the whole
cross section the ultrasonic signal has to travel twice through the specimen – down to the
backside of the specimen and back to the upper surface. If there are defects (i.e. pores or
delaminations) present somewhere in the cross section the ultrasonic wave will be reflected
by the defects and will be measured by the transducer. For the thick laminates (50 mm) it is
difficult to examine the whole cross-section this way, and only a small echo is received
from the back surface.
The through-transmission technique gives a better and more reliable picture of where
defects are located in the x-y plane but gives no information about the depths of the defects.
The surface condition can influence the measurement. The surface should be clean and
smooth. The ultrasound is send into the specimen perpendicular to the surface. If the
surface is curved the transmitted pulse is damped more. For large curved specimens the
transducers need to be adjusted for different sections of the specimen. However, that was
not necessary for the scans presented in this paper.
Description of equipment for immersion technique
Transducers in the range of 0.5 - 50 MHz are available for this technique and examinations
showed that the transducer pair of 0.5 MHz transducers gave the best results. Using higher
frequencies gives too high damping and thus too small transmitted signal.
If the surface is curved the sound beam will not be perpendicular to the surface and
therefore the echo amplitude will be reduces. The sensitivity will normally also be reduced.
The scanning resolution need to be sufficiently good to see details and it must be smaller
than the beam diameter of the ultrasonic wave. For the scans made for this evaluation a
resolution of 1 mm in both X- and Y direction was used. The scanning speed was 50 mm/s.
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Figure 1. Photo of the immersion through-transmission setup. In the water tank the two transducers are mounted in a
fork-fixture, which secure that the transducers are aligned
correctly.

Description of equipment for air-coupled technique
The air-coupled through-transmission has the big advantage of only using atmospheric air
as coupling media. The scans made on spring parts were made using two 120 kHz
transducers. Additional scans were made using two 400 kHz transducers but the 120 KHz
transducers gave better results. Due to the lower frequency and the air coupling the
resolution is lower for the air-coupled technique. The scanner consists of two motor driven
guides with a scanning area up to 1 x 1.5 m2.
The scanning speed is limited by the pulse repetition frequency, which is dependant on the
distance between the transducer and the specimen. The longer distance the lower pulse
frequency. Each pulse has to die out before a new pulse is sent into the specimen. Due to
the much lower ultrasonic speed in air (340 m/s) compared to water (1500 m/s) the pulse
repetition frequency - and thus the scanning speed - is much lower for air-coupled
technique. The typical speed was app. 20 mm/s. The resolution was 1 mm in both X- and Y
direction as for the immersion technique. If the purpose is just to find major defects in the
specimen the resolution can be decreased and thus increasing the speed proportional.
Figure 2. Photo of air-coupled techniques showing the scanner
fixture and the transducer set-up.
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Results and discussion
Results from 4 specimens are included. These specimens were cut-out parts from large
springs. All specimens were made of glass fibre reinforced polyester and manufactured by a
vacuum assisted resin transfer technology.
Results from scans are shown in figure 3-7. Generally, the immersion technique gives the
best resolution and the sharpest picture. The contrast is also higher for immersion
technique. However, the air-coupled technique has the important advantage of not using
any coupling media other than air.
The specimen holders can be seen in the plots of all the air-coupled scans whereas they are
not visible on the immersion scan plots. The plots are in dB where each grey-tone
represents echo amplitude. Due to the nature of the measurements it is not possible to make
measurements close to the edges. The size of the area around the edges where no valid
measurements can be made depends on the transducer characteristics – the higher
frequency the smaller border. The borders are therefore larger for air-coupled technique
than for the immersion technique.

Figure 3. Specimen A. Dimension: 48 x 105 x 300 mm. Left picture: Immersion technique, right picture: Aircoupled technique. Both techniques detect a defect in the right side of the specimen but the contract is lower
for the air-coupled technique.

Figure 4. Specimen B. Dimension: 48 x 105 x 300 mm. Left: Immersion technique. Right: Air-coupled
technique. Both techniques detect a defect in the middle of the specimen but the contract is lower for aircoupled technique. In Figure 5 the echo line profiles taken at the black vertical lines are shown.
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Figure 5. Specimen B. Echo line profiles from the scans shown in Figure 4. Left: Immersion technique. Right:
Air-coupled technique. The echo dynamic is higher for immersion technique than for air-coupled technique.
For immersion technique the difference between area with defects and area with no defects is app. 11 dB. For
air-coupled technique the difference is app. 7 dB.

The scan plots for specimen A and B in Figure 3 and 4 both reveal a defect. Both throughtransmission techniques can detect them although the immersion technique gives the
clearest indications. Figure 5 shows line profiles from the scans in Figure 4. The line
profiles from the air-coupled technique is more scattered than for immersion technique and
the sensitivity is larger for immersion technique.
In Figure 6 the results from scanning of specimen C are show. As for specimen B the
defects are detected more clearly and with a higher contrast using immersion technique.

Figure 6. Specimen C Dimension: 48 x 105 x 300 mm. Left: Immersion technique. Right: Air-coupled
technique. Both techniques detect the defect in the left part of the specimen but the contract is lower for aircoupled technique. In the right side of the specimen no signal is transmitted in immersion technique.

In Figure 7 results from scanning of specimen D are show. The immersion technique
detects a defect in the middle of the specimen, but this is not detected by the air-coupled
technique. The reason is believed to be that the defect is too small compared to the diameter
of the transducer. Although the defect also damp the ultrasonic wave generated by the aircoupled transducer the effect is not large enough to be detected by the receiver transducer.
The main part of the sound beam is travelling outside the defect area.
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Figure 7. Specimen D. Dimension: 48 x 105 x 300 mm. Left: Immersion technique. Right: Air-coupled
technique. The defect seen in centre of the left scan is not visible on the right scan. This scanning indicates the
limit for the air-coupled technique for these thick panels.

The depth to the defects shown in the previous figures is not directly found by any of the
through-transmission techniques. However, the depth can be found by pulse-echo technique
where the time-of-flight from the surface to the defect echo is measured. In figure 8 the
pulse-echo scan of specimen C is shown. From the time of flight measurement the depth of
the defects were found to be in the range 20-29 mm from the surface, which is in the middle
part of the cross section, which is typical for the RTM process if it is out of control. The
main result of this evaluation is that it is possible to see the major defects with both the
immersion technique and the air-coupled technique. Although there are differences in the
details of the findings, the major defect areas can be found also with air-coupled technique.
Figure 8. Pulse-echo measurement of specimen C.
The scan plot shows the reflections from the defects.
From the time-of-flight measurement the depth of the
defects was found to be in the middle of the cross
section.

Some of the panels were examined by microscopy in order to verify the ultrasonic findings.
Figure 9 shows a typical microstructure in an area with high ultrasonic damping. There are
porosity both between bundles of Rovings and inside Rovings.
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Figure 9. Typical microstructure of material with many and larger imperfections, which cause a high damping
of the ultrasonic signal.

Conclusions
The purpose of this investigation was to compare the two ultrasonic through-transmission
techniques immersion and air-coupled technique for use on thick glass-fibre laminates (up
to 50 mm thickness). Both techniques could find the major defects in the specimens, but
two minor defects found by immersion technique could only barely be found by air-coupled
technique.
The immersion technique has a better resolution due to the higher frequency and the
smaller focal spot of the immersion transducers. The air-coupled transducers have a larger
focal beam and are therefore less sensitive to small defects that are smaller than the focal
diameter.
It can be seen from the scans that there is a clear edge effect where no valid measurement
can be performed. The size of the border depends on the ultrasonic transducer. The higher
frequency the smaller the border is.
It has been shown that the air-coupled technique is sufficient sensitive to find critical
defects in thick laminates such as the train bottom springs. The advantage of using the aircoupled technique is that no coupling media is needed which make the scanning much more
simple and easier to perform.
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